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“In Pakistan, things fall out of the sky all the time.”

(President Pervez Musharraf of Pakistan, Wikileaks, 2010)

Oct 31, 2006 – Pakistan

82 killed, no US comment

Nov 3, 2002 – Yemen 

Abu al-Harithi and 

associates are killed

Feb 21, 2010 – Afghanistan

23 civilians killed in 

mistaken strike

Mar 17, 2011 – Pakistan

~50 killed at a jirga

Oct 14, 2010 – Yemen 

5 killed, including a 17-

yr old Yemeni-American

Jan 1, 2015 – Pakistan

2 hostages killed
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“Any time we get any kind of hint that somebody is thinking 

about doing something to America, we're moving on them.”

(George W. Bush, 2002)
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Remotely Piloted Aircraft do not exist in a vacuum. First, they exist within the

“surveillant assemblage” of wetware-software-hardware: pilot-sensor/analyst

systems-RPA. In this assemblage, pilots are relegated as secondary and

feminised in relation to the masculine, protective hardware. Further, sensor

analyst systems are relegated as secondary to the video footage the RPA itself

gathers. The assemblage of the RPA is praised for interoperation and expected

to continue to interoperate in tighter, faster succession. However, gendered

tensions exist within this system, and gendered tensions exist in the interaction

of the RPA with other systems. This is evident in the strike in Uruzgan

province, when RPA operators lament that the Kiowa helicopter struck the

convoy instead of the RPA. Gendered tensions are also revealed in the

reactions of service members, lobby groups, and US officials to the

Distinguished Warfare Medal: while the RPA itself is heralded as a masculine

killer, pilots are mere “button-pushers,” and feminised in comparison to “real

warriors.”

Second, RPAs are situated in specific operations and missions with their

own potentially gendered goals and underlying ideologies. RPAs are

situated in the greater Global War on Terror (GWOT) as a response to

9/11 and to continuing terrorist activity. George W Bush’s response to 9/11

was heavily gendered. He projected images of a wounded, but powerfully

masculine US, which would avenge not only the casualties of 9/11, but the

women and children oppressed under Taliban regime in Afghanistan. The

US’s image was not only “civilised” in its values, but in its rational military

strategy and superior military technology. Masculine protection was

achieved by US technology both at home (through the restriction of civil

liberties and increased surveillance) and abroad (through high-tech

intelligence collection, and precise violence of weapons such as RPAs).

Obama’s GWOT evolved from Bush’s, and began to rely heavily on the

comforting and easy technology of RPAs. It was made clear in 2010 in

Uruzgan, that the US continued to rely on a gendered targeting process

for RPA strikes. Though mistakes were admitted and servicemembers

were reprimanded after the strikes, this is largely due to the strike

occurring within a conflict zone under the jurisdiction of the US military.

The contrast is exemplified by the jirga strike in 2011, when those

anonymous officials who commented on the strike insisted that all 20-40

individuals who were killed were terrorists despite reports to the contrary.

The death of 16-year-old Abdulrahman al-Awlaki in contrast to the deaths

of hostages further illustrates that only certain military aged males are

afforded the privilege of being classed as non-combatants.The US was

rational and precise in its targeting, and where mistakes occurred, the fog

of war was relied upon as an easy explanation. Towards the end of the

Obama administration, the softer approach to masculine protection was

emphasised. The US protected not only its own soil, but Pakistan, and the

world with RPA strikes.

Third, RPAs are situated in the broad context of an imperial and neo-

imperial past and present. The surveillant and disciplinary technology of

the RPA is positioned as an imperial agent. In the Federally Administered

Tribal Areas (FATA) of Pakistan, RPAs are able to operate due to the

“lawless” nature of the of the region since its existence as a buffer zone

between British India and Russian incursions from Afghanistan under

British rule. Strikes in “weak states” are legitimised through claiming the

state cannot defend its own people and facilitated through deals of silence

with corrupt governments seeking US support and aid. Often the claims of

sovereignty of states such as Pakistan and Yemen become tenuous when

it is made clear that large regions of the country are run by militias and are

unreachable by state authorities. In the context of weak sovereignty, the

US steps in as a masculine protector with an agenda. US leadership is

established as beneficial for the world, encouraging US exceptionalism.

This is how technology becomes socially constructed; technology is not

gender neutral. RPAs are made by predominantly male engineers,

designers and programmers with inherent gender biases. RPAs are sold

to predominantly male US military leadership at the Pentagon, who task

the technology to predominantly male pilots. RPA pilots conduct missions

on gendered and raced guidelines of danger; informal guidelines

internalised by the attitude of other pilots and superiors, and formal

guidelines which state that all military aged males in strike zones are

combatants.

Despite the ability for people of all genders, body types, and physical strengths

to operate an RPA, the context of their use remains highly gendered. Though

pilots are feminised, RPAs themselves do not integrate the values and traits

associated with femininity. RPA development emphasises masculine traits of

rationality, efficiency, and a lack of emotions, while state level discourse

continues to herald the RPA as high-tech masculine protection for troops at

home and deployed in theatre. US discourse on RPAs is deeply rooted in ideas

of masculine projection. RPAs are the projection of US masculinity in the GWOT,

while pilots are feminised at home. Depending on whether you look up from the

ground in the FATA, or read articles about “drone warfare” on US soil, RPAs are

predators or protectors. In US rhetoric on RPA strikes, RPAs are the masculine

protectors of both the American people, and the victims of terrorists alike.

“If the women hadn’t gotten into another 

car, we wouldn’t have fired.” 

(Unnamed US Official, 2002)


